
Scary Conversations
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Jeff Lee, Performance & Development Manager

Hello everyone… you heard the introduction, I’m Jeff Lee, AFL’s Performance and 
Development Manager. In case you’re curious, I’ve been a behavioral training guy 
around 30 years.  Started about 89 in an instructional design/technical writing role and 
sort of grew into broader learning and development. I’ve worked in a number of
industries.  Beginning in commercial construction with Fluor… then IT for ARG-BIS, a 
European retail corporation… then ARRIS, a broadband equipment company… then TCi
a distribution subsidiary of Michelin… and since January of 19, I’ve been at AFL where 
we make cabling and equipment for fiber optic telecommunications and electric power 
transmission.  Feel free to reach out to me on LinkedIn if you’d like to connect.

I guess the punchline is I have a lot of experience with scary conversations.  I’ve run 
annual reviews for multiple companies.  I laid off hundreds of employees during an 
economic downturn earlier this century.  I’ve helped resolve conflict between groups, 
between individuals, and between my own teammates.  I’ve also caused conflict 
between groups, between individuals, and between my own teammates…. Nobody’s 
perfect.

Scary conversations, whether the typical weekly conflict or that dreaded annual review, 
don’t have to be scary though.  Let’s take a look.
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Weekly Conflict

We start with conflict.  It happens all the time… work, hobbies, grocery shopping, 
presidential debates, dishwashing, project schedules… seems like it’s every where now.  
Specifically, my interest is in the workplace.  But we have a small thing to deal with first 
before we jump into conflict conversations.  Usually I start this class with a question….
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Can how you feel be wrong?

Can how you feel be wrong?  What do you think?  Can it?

My belief is this.  You can be wrong on the facts.  You can be wrong in your actions.  You 
can be wrong in your opinions.  But you can’t be wrong in your emotions.  Right and 
wrong don’t enter into it.  How you feel, like your hair color, your height, or your shoe 
size can’t be wrong… and it depends on your very own and interesting biology.  Your 
feelings are yours.  Your parents gave them to you.  They belong to you.  They are your 
property.

They have nothing to do with other people or their actions.  They have everything to do 
with you.

So we start with this… no one has ever made you angry.  The anger is yours.  Your 
property.  Own it.
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Anger
Fear

Behavior

How does it really work?  We’ll take a very quick look.  Something happens.  You hit 
your finger with a hammer.  Your body has an involuntary reaction.  Glands mostly 
centered in and around your digestive system flood your bloodstream with 
neurotransmitters.  You have no control over this.  No one does.

When those neurotransmitters reach the brain, they are picked up by the limbic 
system… your heart rate, blood pressure, adrenaline and noradrenaline all go up.

Learned behavior kicks in and all those reactions you learned as a child come back to 
haunt you.  You scream or cry or hide or attack or run or slam things or call the other 
person names or clam up or whatever… but it’s all learned behavior.  The physical 
reaction is beyond your control.  The behavior IS in your control.  Do something about 
it.

Now let’s talk about conflict at work.
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Conflict Is Natural

First off, recognize that conflict is natural.  Happens all the time.  We have different 
backgrounds, abilities,  methods, and probably more important… we have different 
styles, motivations and points of view.

These differences often lead to conflict at work.

Let’s look at three common strategies or reactions to workplace conflict:  Retreat, 
Resist, and Resolve.
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Retreat

Some of us retreat by instinct when faced with conflict.  Our natural tendencies might 
be to avoid confrontation, to back off at the slightest sign of trouble, or to try to change 
the subject.  We might even naturally place others’ wants and needs ahead of our own.

Some of you are thinking this is a bad reaction, but not necessarily.  If it is controlled 
and chosen for a specific reason, it might be the right thing to do in context.

Say there is a big power difference between you and the other party… like an executive 
who might be infamous for their temper.  Retreating to regroup might be smart.  Or if 
it’s a person whose temper is out of control… Think of retreating as a short-term 
investment to get better prepared.  But retreat, don’t just say yes to their demands… 
DELAY.  Oh… and here’s another reason to retreat.  You’re wrong.  It happens.  It 
happens to me.

So, why not retreat?  Well, you are teaching the other party the wrong lesson.  If you 
teach them to bully you everytime they want something, the long term costs are pretty 
high.
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Resist

Resist can be a viable choice, but it can also be an escalator for the conflict.  If your 
default is to resist, your natural tendencies may include being assertive and challenging 
people and situations.  You might even naturally argue your position…  pushing it out of 
confidence or possibly defensiveness.  But you may also have a habit of putting your 
wants and needs ahead of others.

So why choose resist?  Sometimes a passionate defense of right is called for… some big 
expression showing the costs in a dramatic way.
It also makes for a good delay tactic if that’s what you want.  Resisting, without using 
personal attacks or aggressiveness…. Simply refusing to give an inch and continuing to 
restate your position can occasionally get the other person to walk away and delay the 
actual decision.  I’ve used this myself quite a few times.

So… why not resist?  What’s the downside?

Well, too much resistance and a solution may never be reached.  Resistance runs a high 
risk of failure in the long run.  And your personal long-term costs grow high when 
people decide you are unreasonable.
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Resolve

And then there is resolve… working it out.  Individuals who have a natural tendency to 
resolve, usually have controlled reactions to most situations.  They make decisions out 
of conscious thought rather than reaction.  They listen and understand other 
perspectives and are interested in exploring alternatives.  They are more than willing to 
negotiate.  Rather than only seeing their side, they focus on everyone’s wants, needs, 
and best interests.

Why CHOOSE resolution?  If you have the time, this gets you the most livable solution 
to the issue.  You get more buy-in to the choice.

Why not resolve?  Well… it may not be possible… others may be unwilling, or you may 
not be able to reach resolution in the time frame you are facing… you might need a 
delay.

But generally, this is the best of the choices.  Resolve.  We sit down and talk it out…. 
But…
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Resolution 
Ground Rules
Respect 

Facts

Breaks

Responsibility

Admissions

Interruptions and Blame

You and But You

Ideas

Assumptions

Point of View

To have a resolution conversation… you need some ground rules.  Here’s a few to get 
you started.  Respect everyone’s feelings and ideas.  Focus on facts.  Call a break, if 
needed.  Take responsibility for your actions.  Admit mistakes.  Don’t interrupt and 
don’t blame.  Avoid “you” statements because they sound like blame… especially “but 
you” statements.  Build on others’ ideas… you want them buying in….
Don’t make assumptions.  And maybe most important, restate the other person’s point 
of view, FREE OF SARCASM, until your understanding is real and acknowledged.
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Getting some basics straight about how perspectives work can help you prepare to 
have a more effective resolution conversation.

People’s perspectives are different because they are built out of position, experience, 
skills, background… all that stuff.  I found this little visual demonstration online.  
Looking from the end, it’s a circle and that’s true.  Looking form the side, it’s a square… 
and that’s true.

But the actual truth is that it’s a cylinder with two light sources.  Get it?  It’s easy 
enough to make true statements and have a conflict escalate with the individuals 
getting further and further apart.  Because the truth eludes them both.  

True and truth are not the same thing… and the true portion of individual perspectives 
leads to bad assumptions causing or escalating conflict.
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Simpson’s Paradox

One more statement or rather a challenge around the idea of truth… and if you take my 
challenge, you’ll come to a better understanding of the year 2020.  I’m not going to 
explain it.  I’m simply going to challenge you.  Google Simpson’s Paradox to learn a little 
about truth and fact and context.
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Powerful but Mindful

Helping someone prepare to resolve a conflict, even if that person is you, is mostly 
about asking the right questions. You should ask questions that encourage self-
reflection and show the negative impact of the conflict.  And of course, questions that 
challenge assumptions and uncover points of view.  You’re trying to get the person to 
seek solutions by supporting ownership, discovery, and discussion.

Why do you think he is frustrated with this situation?
What were their expectations?
How did your decision impact the others?
What are their requirements and why?
What are their delivery and schedule guidelines?
If your changes affect their group, how does that affect the unit or the customers?
What did you say or do that might’ve contributed to this escalation?  Why?

These kind of questions.
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So… the good, the bad and the ugly... for team members and leaders.  

The good for leaders is learn to recognize signs and intervene but be open to all sides.  
Leaders help others see the conflict’s impact, the benefits of resolution, and how it 
might be resolved.  Good leaders always challenge assumptions and prohibit 
demeaning behavior. They acknowledge frustration and difficulty, but they do not 
remove responsibility.

Good team members accept how they contributed to the conflict and seek to 
understand the other point of view.  They look for positive outcomes and they 
challenge their own assumptions.

Bad and ugly leaders Ignore conflict signs and avoid getting to the root cause.  They 
take sides.  They intervene to shield their favorite employee.  They discourage 
ownership and they are driven by feelings rather than logic.

Bad and ugly team members focus on problems rather than solutions and they blame 
others.  They might even deny there is a problem and avoid acknowledging their own 
role in the conflict.  They make excuses for why solutions won't work and make 
assumptions about others… often demeaning others.  They might even secretly 
instigate conflict.  Sometimes, they passively accept the situation, but continue to 
complain.  That’s ugly.
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And the most powerful tip I can give you for conflict requires a rare quality on your 
part…. Actual sincerity.  You can’t fake this… it has to be real.  But this tip or trick or 
whatever you want to call it, it actually works.  If you are sincere.

Facing someone who is angry?  Don’t know how to calm them down?  Here’s how.  
Empathize.  Express empathy with their emotion.  You’re not agreeing, and you don’t 
make statements about their opinion or the facts, simply empathize with the emotions.  
THEN immediately ask a question about the issue that requires thought on their part…. 
a real question.

“I know it’s frustrating when you’re counting on a delivery that doesn’t happen.  Help 
me understand your schedule requirements.”

“Putting the blame on you has to feel like a personal attack… whatever their reason.  
Take me through the whole design process and what went wrong.”

In answering your question, they will again raise their voice.  The volume often 
expresses the emotion involuntarily.  Hear them out.  And the do it again.  Empathy 
that’s real followed by a question that’s real.  Most people will be calm enough to work 
on a solution after three sincere efforts at empathy coupled with a question.  It’s not a 
perfect tool, but it works more often than not.  If you get to five sincere attempts and 
they are still angry, you probably should move on to something else.  Their temper has 
spiraled out of their control.

Empathize and ask a question.
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Final Tips on Conflict

Just a little wrap on conflict…. Retreat when it makes sense but be aware of the costs 
and choose wisely.  Resist when you need a delay but, once again, be aware of the 
costs and choose wisely.  Resolve whenever you can. 
You get livable solutions when you control your reactions, challenge your assumptions, 
and gain an understanding of other’s perspectives… even people who are wrong.
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Annual Reviews & Feedback Fear

So… our other topic has to do with those scary Annual Reviews…. which should be the 
easiest thing you do all year.  The problem with Annual Reviews is that “annual” thing...  
It makes them backwards looking and somewhat punitive in function.

The secret to improving this and taking the fear out of it?  Frequent feedback 
discussions.  Ask for them.  Offer them.  Often.  Weekly would be great, monthly would 
be a minimum.  If we’re talking about performance and behavior all year long, there is 
no unknown in the review… so the fear goes away.  You know before you walk in the 
room exactly what’s going to be on that form.  Whether you are the manager or the 
employee.  Frequent feedback takes the anxiety out of reviews.  Of course, the 
feedback discussions themselves may contain a little fear… but we can fix that.  And 
that’s what I want to talk about.
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Behavior, Not Personality
Actions, Not Person

To take the fear out of it, feedback discussions should focus on behavior and actions, 
not personality or person.  Not “you’re lazy”.  Instead, you were late for meetings on 
August 6th, 8th, and 15th.  Not you’re incompetent.  Instead, you missed the last three 
deadlines without warning and with no contingency prepared.

I teach managers to manage behavior.  Ask specifically about your behavior and actions 
to get feedback.  A pattern is coming in a few minutes… but we start here with behavior 
and actions… not personality or person.
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Pick the Right Moment

Picking the moment does matter for feedback discussions.  Don’t ask for it in front of a 
group, and don’t offer it in front of a group.  It’s OK to offer praise in front of others 
under certain circumstances, but constructive and positive feedback at a detail level 
that matters should be done in private.
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Time Matters

So… some advice for managers and leaders here.  Time matters.  Annual Reviews 
discuss whether you reached your goals or not, and why.  Feedback is about getting 
there… getting the goals accomplished.  Ask for it… and give it.

Time matters… we reward good behavior now.  We identify bad behavior now.  People 
need a chance to improve.  You need a chance to improve.
Keep in mind… feedback accomplishes goals and reviews announce results.  Make the 
reviews easier by getting the feedback continuously.
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Positive Feedback

So… you need a pattern.  Whether you are asking for feedback or giving it.  Either way 
you need to follow a pattern that works.  The STAR works for me.

Positive feedback?  You want to give or ask for a STAR.  What’s the situation or task that 
was faced?  What were the actions taken?  What were the results of that action?  
Positive results and positive feedback.  Reinforcing the actions.

Turn the STAR into questions to get the feedback you need out of someone else… but if 
you’re offering it, follow the pattern.
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Feedback for Improvement

Feedback for improvement uses almost the same pattern. What’s the situation or task 
that was faced?  What were the actions taken?  What were the results of that action? 
But you have to add an alternative… what would’ve been a better action?  What 
would’ve been the results from this alternative action?  The alternative action and the 
alternative result are key.  Without them, this is just criticism.  And criticism is useless.  
We have spouses for that.  Real feedback for improvement gives you something TO DO 
DIFFERENTLY!
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Giving Feedback

Specific

Sincere

“For Improvement” alternative

A few more tips around feedback beyond the STAR pattern… things that matter to me 
anyway.  Specificity and sincerity.  The more specific the feedback is, the more valuable 
it is.  And, much like the empathy I brought up earlier, if you don’t mean it… you should 
probably shut up.  You can’t fake sincerity.  You have to care about the other person and 
their performance.  For real.  Otherwise they see the fakery on your face and hear it in 
your voice.  If you think they don’t… well denial ain’t just a river in Egypt.

And don’t forget… feedback for improvement requires an alternative.  Give it or ask for 
it.
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If “why” 
matters…

“Why” brings an interesting issue to a feedback or Annual Review discussion… “why” 
brings the issue of condescension… talking down to others.

If why someone did something a particular way matters to the discussion, you should 
ASK them why.  As soon as you assume you know why they did what they did, you are 
assuming superiority and treating them with condescension. Ask them.  Have a 
discussion about why.

If you are requesting feedback on your performance from someone else… offer up your 
motives and the rationale behind your behavior.  Don’t defend it, offer it up.  Get the 
other person’s perspective.  You need it to improve.
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Receiving or
Asking for Feedback

No fear – all ears

Give the STAR / Get the AR

Don’t defend, listen

Conscious body language

Listen for specifics…

Summarize and reflect

A few little tips to wrap this up.  No fear, all ears.  When seeking feedback from others, 
that’s where you need to be.  You offer them the STAR and ask for the alternative.  And 
don’t defend your actions.  Giving them the “why” can sometimes lead you to defend 
your behavior, but that is a bad idea and will result in limiting the feedback you get.  
Don’t defend… try listening instead.  And be conscious of your body language.  If they 
are giving you a way to improve, try not to send an evil signal back to them!

And be sure to listen for specifics.  Summarize the specifics back to them for 
confirmation… reflect their opinion back to them to confirm your understanding.  
Summarize and reflect.
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Show a little 
gratitude

And for goodness sake, show a little gratitude.  If someone takes time out of their day 
to help you by giving you feedback, thank them!  Even if it’s feedback for 
improvement… or maybe especially if it’s feedback for improvement… they may be 
saving your career!
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And one last tip for both these topics… these scary conversations.  And this is a tough 
tip.  It’s not one that everyone will like.  But here it is…

Feel later… learn now.  Set your emotions aside.  Get control of them.  Hear what the 
other person is saying.  Even if they are wrong, you can still learn something… 
something about dealing with them… something about how you are perceived by 
others… something about control and behavior.  Feel later, learn now.
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Scary Conversations
Weekly Conflict & Annual Reviews

Jeff Lee, Performance & Development Manager

And that’s what I have for you today… I really hope you got something out of it… Thank 
you all for your time and patience!  And maybe I’ll be back for another session in the 
future.
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